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HighFlyer
Earning Miles Has Never Been Easier

Vision
To instill a mindset among Frequent Flyers card holders to prioritize air miles over ticket price when making a flight booking.

Project Description
To have an online flight booking system that allows Frequent Flyer card holders (Star Alliance, One World and Sky Team) that help them find air tickets that earn them the most miles for the best price, given a travel sector.

Interesting Fact

- **Informed Decisions**
  With a plethora of deals consolidated to a single platform for easy access, users would be advantaged.

- **Maximize Benefits**
  From earning more miles means that members of a FFP program would be able to unlock more benefits.

- **Earn Miles At A Faster Rate**
  The system offers miles points comparison which will enable users to choose the best deals.

Mileage Accrual
Shows possible miles that could be earned for a given FFP card

Airline Recommendation
Based on travel searches made by users/members

Management of FFP Accounts
The system allows FFP card holders to store their card details into a personalised account

HighFlyer Process
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